' The Royal Society of London sends congratulations and fraternal greetings to the Academy of Sciences of the U .S.S.R . on the completion by the Academy of two hundred and twenty years of distinguished service to the advancement of knowledge.
' The Royal Society is proud to remember that the foundation of the Academy in 1725 was due in some measure to the impressions received by the Tsar Peter the Great on his visit to England in 1698, and, in particular, to the friendly relations which he then established with some of the distinguished Fellows of the Royal Society.
' Throughout the centuries which have intervened, and through all the political changes which they have witnessed, these two organizations have maintained and strengthened the friendly relations between the scientists of their two nations.
' U nion in service to a common cause, in the war which so recently brought to the arms of the United Nations complete and final victory over the enemies of freedom in Europe, now binds the scientists of the U .S.S.R . to their colleagues in the lands of the British Commonwealth of Nations by yet closer ties of friendship and mutual confidence.
' May the Academy of Sciences of the U .S.S.R . and the Royal Society of London, with all the scientists whom they represent in their two great unions of free peoples, still march side by side through further centuries, working in freedom with a common devotion to the advance^ ment of knowledge for the good of all mankind. ' In view of the large number of addresses brought for presentation this tribute was taken as a token for other British messages of congratu^ lation, all of which will be eventually published by the Academy of Sciences. Each member of the British Delegation attended some of the meetings of the Scientific Section in which he was interested, and in many cases gave short papers on current activities in research. These were supplemented by short lectures delivered at the various Institutes of the Academy.
By far the most important function of the delegates was to visit these Institutes which are efficiently organized on a considerable scale and equipped according to modern standards. The personnel in all grades is said to number 350,000 and there is every indication of the powerful support that the State gives to scientific effort of all kinds.
W hilst the value of fundamental research is fully recognized there is a strong tendency to concentrate on topics that have a direct bearing on social and industrial well-being.
W ithin the limits imposed by time, the delegates were shown everything that they wished to see; in all cases they noted advances, either quite novel, or those of which the full significance had not been realized owing to the inadequacy of abstracts. The Russian scientists entered with zest into the discussion of their work and evinced the keenest desire for extended international co-operation.
This matter was the subject of a special meeting at which Academ ician Kapitza developed the theme very fully and made specific suggestions.
A n intelligent anticipation by the Press stated that the foreign delegates insisted on remaining in Moscow two days longer than arranged, so that they might witness the Victory Parade of the Red Army. This stirring and dignified demonstration was indeed worthy of the occasion; the sojourn in Leningrad was thereby, however, necessarily curtailed to three days. The programme of meetings continued here, but it was inevitable that the abiding impression was of the privations of the siege, of the grievous losses and fortitude of the citizens and of the heroism that guaranteed a victory of incalculable strategic importance.
A part from the scientific meetings many delegates visited museums, art galleries, State and collective farms, the birthplace of Tolstoi, etc. Astronomy, geology, geochemistry and soil science are among the subjects to which the U .S.S.R . has paid special attention and appnv priate sites were visited.
The social aspect of the conference was very prominent and the hospitality royal. Ballets, plays, operas and concerts of the highest distinction were enjoyed, and there were three memorable banquets, the last in the Kremlin, attended by Generalissimo Stalin, President Kalinin and other notabilities, and under the chairmanship of M. Molotov.
The celebrations were conceived as a gesture in scientific collabor^ ation and were carried through in the spirit of the brotherhood of all who strive * to improve natural knowledge.'
T he T wo H undredth A nniversary of the Foundation of T he A merican Philosophical Society
The bicentenary of the foundation of the American Philosophical Society by Benjamin Franklin was held in Philadelphia on 22^24 A pril 1943 in Philadelphia. The Royal Society was represented at the celebration, and purchased for presentation to the American Philosophical Society a miniature of Sir Isaac Newton, painted in the latter part of the eighteenth century from a portrait by Vanderbank.
